
 

d.pole aka pavel (钋乐) 

USSR-born DJ, sound producer and event organizer 

Pavel_Sun has 15-years experience of Event 

Management and Marketing work. 
His musical career Pavel began in 1991 with first 

attempts in arrangement and creation of electronic 

music. In 1993 he started to create DJ mixes. From 
1995 he got his first experience in making parties and 

DJ performing in St. Petersburg and later in 1996 

Pavel Sun (aka d.pole) began to play in Siberian 

clubs. 
From 1996 he has established to organize events and 

concerts for clubs and big festivals in Eastern Russian 

regions. His DJ sets geography includes: Russia, 
Kazakhstan, Georgia; Spain – Barcelona, Tarragona, 

Madrid, Navalmoral, Maspalomas (Grand Canary), 

Valencia; Norway – TromsØ, Harstad; Finland – 

Helsinki; in China – Beijing, Shanghai, Guangzhou, Shenyang, Guiyang, Chengdu. 
Pavel works in different music styles but mostly it’s progressive, house, tech, deep, 

ghetto/bass and minimal. He’s distinguished with feeling of audience, and also deep 

understanding of a rhythm, styles, pressure and harmonious development of dj-set. 
Pavel Sun is in progress of producing, his tracks “Mince (search mode)” and “Invasion”, 

has got a lot of positive responses from famous artists like Moussa Clarke, Rob Wilder, 

Greg Kobe, Haris Custovic, James Talk, Robert Babicz. d.pole’s production and remixes 
are always trendy on international record scene. Also Pavel runing a record label "Dirty 

Players Asia" in collaboration with his close friend Eric Entrena www.ericentrena.com. 

His own project PARTYHUNTER (events and booking agency) has a big success, 

transformed into the new brand “I Love Dian (Electricity)” [我爱电] for Chinese market, 

including Event Creation and Management, Artist Management and Bookings, Graphic 

Design, Photography and Promotion. Same time, Pavel always has loads of brilliant ideas 
for big festivals and cultural events like AERODANCE, KAZANTIP, SUN VIBES, ELEMENTS, 

SHIRA DANCE, PIRATE STATION, AERODROME in Russia, INVASION in Kazakhstan, 

SUNRISE party in China. 
Nowadays he based in Beijing, China, working on his projects with local promoters. 

ZhenSound [真 SOUND] was the first successful event project developed for local market. 

WoAiDian (iLoveDian / 我爱电) project is a new network of music professionals and music 

lovers, artists, designers, photographers, promoters, digital fans and everyone who’s 

active and interested in everything connected to the electric charge. d.pole is one of the 
first original Asian DJs, who’s brining his own vision for modern music culture in Eastern 

Hemisphere. Every weekend he’s bringing new sounds to Beijing’ audience, same time 

organizing events and international artist bookings in Russia, Kazakhstan and China.  
  

PAVEL SUN WEB :  http://po1e.com  

 http://moko.cc/pole 

 http://myspace.cn/pavel_sun   

facebook:  http://facebook.dj/pavel 

DJ MIXES and MUSIC:  www.soundcloud.com/groups/d-pole-aka-pavel_sun   
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